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LET’S SLOW DOWN,
I’M TIRED OF THIS FAST LIFE.

#1

This sole line acts as a good sum-up of what I’ve felt that strokes my interest
for the term of Slow. I’m pretty sure that anybody have a rough idea of its
concept solely by its literal meaning, no matter how far it is from the actual
applications. If this word never fails to ring the bell, isn’t it exactly because
any resident of an over-developed country had an encounter with the
sensation of speed?
To understand more about that, the term of dromology — the science of the
logic of speed coined by Paul Virilio, serves as a good restitution of the
society of speed driven by its medias. He speciﬁcally mentions it in the
ﬁnancial trading system measured in nanoseconds. The technological advent
on communication devices directly contributed to the overwhelming
sensation of information rather than information itself. Also, it conducts to
the sensation of time rather than time itself. [8] By these acknowledgments,
the counter reaction was to be expected.
Indeed, the society of speed isn’t happening without the rise of people with a
Slow mindset. Judy Wajcman offers a clear analysis of its in Pressed of Time
by ﬁrstly deﬁning the high-speed society and its consequences, in addition to
what she calls the time-pressure paradox: the technological development of
devices that aren’t freeing time for leisure despite their effectiveness but are
rather contributing to the pursue of productivity and the cult of work. In that
context, she describes the Slow Movement as a logical advent. [10]
However, the aim here is ultimately to ﬁnd a tribe such as described by
Michel Maffesoli in Le Temps des Tribus. In short, the concept of neotribalism
is the decline of individualism following the appearance of tribes. He
particularly emphasizes that phenomena by its emotional factor, that he also
calls sentiment. Tribes are small groups gathering through their affection
deﬁning a concept [6] — which might apply to some parts of the Slow
Movement.

The Slow Movement has been popularized after Carl Honoré’s best-seller In
Praise of Slowness in 2004, in which he delivers his own analysis of the cult of
speed — as Paul Virilio and Judy Wajcman did in others terms, as well as
various applications of the Slow Movement: « (…) the Slow movement is not
about doing everything at a snail’s pace. (…) On the contrary, the movement
is made up of people like you and me, people who want to live better in a
fast-paced, modern world. That is why the Slow philosophy can be summed
up in a single word: balance. Be fast when it makes sense to be fast, and be
slow when slowness is called for. Seek to live at what musicians call the
tempo giusto—the right speed. » [5]
This is actually deﬁning the Slow mindset as its core meaning rather than its
literal meaning. The particularity of the Slow philosophy is its applications in
a various range of ﬁelds; I’ve personally accounted a rough number of 30
initiatives. I selected a limited numbers of initiatives I’m talking about here,
for two arguments: initiatives that echo with my primary research, and that’ll
echo with the brief Social Things.
Now, I want to emphasize that the use of the word philosophy is important
here: Slow acts as a principle that may differs through an initiative and
another. I couldn’t ﬁnd a tribe that easily, while I did easily ﬁnd organizations
and spokespersons.
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I identify two types of informations amongst those I’ve gathered, the
initiatives and the persons. Although my aim is the Slow Living concept, I still
had to broaden its framework — in other words, diverge in order to converge.
I had to literally diverge in others directions, as I got to understand that Slow
Living didn’t necessarily conduct to a tribe itself despite its emotional
connection. This is the reason I’m ultimately using the term of Conscious
Living / Livers that I’ve got from my interview with Beth Meredith from Create
the Good Life (I’m reporting it in details in the node #ITW2). This term came
after I asked her insight about movements parallel of the Slow Movement
such as Minimalism: « There have always been movements focused on
various aspects of what I would broadly term ‘conscious living’ and
Minimalism is simply one of the newest incarnations. »
This is why the Slow Movement isn’t the root here but simply part of a rhizome
— I’m actually referencing Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s philosophy,
particularly « the principles of connections and heterogeneity: any point of a
rhizome can be connected to anything other, and must be » and the
« principle of asignifying rupture: (…) A rhizome may be broken, shattered at
a given spot, but it will start up again on one of its old lines, or on new
lines. » [2] Indeed, any movements or livers mentioned here can work
together or by itself — admitting they all share the same objective of a
conscious and better life, hence the names of Conscious Living / Livers given
here.

Slow Living

#7

The fact that I didn’t ﬁnd a tribe of Slow Livers is exactly because there is no
declaration of being a Slow Liver: it isn’t about deﬁning the individual as Slow
but encouraging the individual towards a better life-style, which may
translate into taking the time for hobbies, for example — it could be martial
arts, yoga, gardening, etc. Thus the individual may be part of an another
tribe, which allows multiplicities.
The individual also might even not be aware of that fact if he/she didn’t come
across the Slow philosophy, while having afﬁnity for it — it was the case of
Barbara Salvadori, who heard about Slow Food but didn’t know about Slow
Living and yet felt close to it during our interview.
I found out that Slow Living is such a personal choice and a mindset that the
constitution of tribes around it isn’t necessary, which is why I had to diverge
into parallel movements. However, I still ﬁnd myself converging back to Slow
through its others initiatives such as Slow Design.

The Slow Food initiative is the ﬁrst to have make an appearance: it’s an
organization founded by Carlo Petrini in 1986 in Italy, following the strike
against the opening of a McDonald’s in Rome. It is clearly a stance against
fast-food, and pleads for the preservation of local and traditional cuisine, as
well as local and short food circuits. It has nowadays expanded over 100,000
members in over 150 countries. This easily makes Slow Food the most
developed initiative of the Slow Movement so far.
Food plays a central role in our lives and a healthy diet is often associated to
a healthy mind. For instance, it is no surprise that many Minimalist Youtubers
are also vegan. Barbara Salvadori also respects the seasons in her
alimentation.

My objective would be to include a Slow Design approach into my own
practice. The design consultant, lecturer and writer Alistair Fuad-Luke
coined this term in his paper 'Slow Design' - a paradigm for living sustainably?
and gives the deﬁnition of a sustainable and meaningful design: « (…) the role
of design is to balance socio-cultural and individual needs with the wellbeing of the environment. (…) ‘Slow’ because this paradigm removes the time
constraints of the economic growth and expediency, it takes design beyond
the fabrication of things for the marketplace and, consequently, it avoids
having to compete in an increasingly accelerating game of technological
progress, brand positioning and commercial globalisation. » Indeed, it isn’t
about the technology ﬁrst — such a process deﬁnitely contributes to the
development of the fast society, which is why the Slow philosophy wants to
get out of it.

I contacted Create The Good Life and Beth Meredith accepted to answer few
of my questions by e-mail. I’ve highlighted in color the parts of her answers
that stroke my interest. By these type of precise questions, I wanted to
understand the dynamic of the Slow Movement and its consonance with
parallel movements. She also gave me her point of view about technology in
daily lives, which can be relevant for the brief Social Things.
1/ Do you have any contact with others Slow Movement organizations or ambassadors — and if yes, are there any past /
ongoing type of collaborations with them?
We work with CittaSlow Sebastopol from time to time advising them on organizational and communication issues. We think
they have done a great job of making slow principles part of the town’s identity and decision making process. http://
www.cittaslowsebastopol.org/
In the past we have worked with CittaSlow USA as well, but they are not particularly active now. We did do a training for a
group of Japanese businessman who were studying in the area and wanted to get a better feel for slow.
2/ Is there any way to ofﬁcially claim to be a representative of the Slow Movement, or it is non-formal — simply by joining to
its ideas?
I think there are some “ofﬁcial” ways to be associated with various aspects of the slow movement, but that is not required
or even common. I think people join groups like Slow Food associations (of which there are many) for the support and
camaraderie.
3.1/ What do think about Minimalism? In my opinion, its roots are different but it is now expanded to ways people spend
money, eat and live — in the same ways as in the Slow Movement.
There have always been movements focused on various aspects of what I would broadly term “conscious living” and
Minimalism is simply one of the newest incarnations.

#ITW2

Organizations
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I approached what I’m deﬁning as organizations — that propose services
related to the initiatives, or ambassadors — known ﬁgures of the initiatives.
I’ve made 5 contacts:
I’ve got 1 actual interview: Create The Good Life — which is a Slow Living
enterprise run by Beth Meredith and Eric Storm offering consulting services
for individuals, professionals and enterprises.
2 are still pending at this moment: Go Slow — which is also a Slow Living
enterprise run by Trine Grönund who offers digital products such as e-books
and online courses, and Carl Honoré — that I’m mentioning in #3 and has
noticed me that he will be available for an interview after the 24th April.
And I’ve got 1 straight negative answer plus 1 non-answer: the selfproclaimed Minimalists Joshua Millburn and Ryan Nicodemus behind the
documentary Minimalism, and The World Institute of Slowness — which is a
think-thank founded by Geir Berthelsen in 1999.

I had a conversation with Barbara Salvadori which was my ﬁrst successful
contact, directly at her workplace — the screen-painting workshop of LCC.
At that time of my research, I knew the distinctions between each initiative
but was unsure of the existence of any Slow tribe. I directly explained my
process to Barbara Salvadori and we’ve talked about a various range of
topics within this subject. At this time, I didn’t follow any speciﬁc methods but
had in mind several points I wanted to approach and direct my conversation
with her.

Create The Good Life

— The main highlight were her perception of time: we don’t feel the time
anymore because we barely wait anymore. The seasons are also disappearing
with the food circuits being disturbed.
— To gain that back, she engages in different activities: mainly biking and
walking. These daily activities are important for her to charge her batteries.
She actually wears a watch with a tide level indicator for her to know the
best time to walk by the Thames river. It is all about using tools as their best.
— I asked whether she felt close to any type of community: the answer was
negative, and this life-style was all guided by her personal choices and
beliefs. It contributed me to understand how Slow Livers wouldn’t call
themselves in such fashion — she didn’t know about Slow Living despite the
fact that she did feel close to it when I’ve explained it.
— I asked her relationship with technology as she does use it but with a
conscious mindset; she sometimes customizes her items with natural
materials. Thus the high and low tech were deﬁnitely a topic, as a screenpainting technician. She re-mentioned the idea of waiting in that space;
nothing happens instantly in these types of workshops. There is also a
physical perception happening with our bodies, that the digitals tools are
lacking.

#ITW1

Conscious Livers

The paper Slow Technology: designing for reﬂection by Lars Hallnäs and
Johan Redström highlights the role of Interaction Design in Slow Technology,
doing something meaningful rather than useful as mentioned in Slow Design:
« A key issue in slow technology, as a design philosophy, is that we should
use slowness in learning, understanding and presence to give people time to
think and reﬂect. Using such an object should not be time consuming, but
time productive; we should get time for new reﬂective activities », as
opposed to the time-pressure paradox I mentioned in #1.
There are also two principles put forward by the authors: « (F) Focus on
slowness of appearance (materialisation, manifestation) and presence – the
slow materialisation and design presence of form, (M) Focus on aesthetics of
material and use simple basic tools of modern technology – the clear and
simple design presence of material. The design should give time for
reﬂection through its slow form– presence and invite us to reﬂect through
its clear, distinct and simple material–expression », which directions I may
follow through the study of this Slow material culture.
The direction suggested in L’Âge des Low Tech is also to explore. The fact
that green technologies equal high tech and therefore, are energy consuming
— may encourage towards the use of low tech. The author Philippe Bihouix
claims that such a switch will encourage a return to leisure activities by a
diminution of material consumption [1], which is a point already made
several times.

Normal People

#5

What I’m qualifying here as normal people are people that may be part or
feel close — as per to their life-styles, to any initiative mentioned here. In
that category, I’ve luckily came across 1 person in that case who is Barbara
Salvadori — part of the screen-painting staff at LCC.

Barbara Salvadori

Minimalism
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In this particular context, Minimalism is a counter-reaction to the
consumerism culture by getting rid of one’s superﬂuous material
possessions.
The concept of Minimalism is actually very popular on Youtube — with videos
trending of wardrobes and bedrooms being decluttered, which is also why my
main contacts are Minimalists channels. It is interesting to note that Youtube
works by categories, trends and keywords. Each channel has to label itself in
order to have views.
However, it isn’t rare for these channels to also mention others movements
such as Simple Living or Intentional Living. I’ve have to admit my difﬁculties to
differentiate those, when their deﬁnitions and applications actually vary by
the vision of each Youtuber. Some have also broaden their vision of
Minimalism to money or relationships — in the same way the Slow Movement
has expanded itself. It’s also the case of The Minimalists in their documentary
Minimalism, described as a tool to ﬁnd freedom by getting rid of the excess
[7] — thus making the initiative broader than its roots.
Thus it’s making the importance of language I’ve taken notice in this research.
One example I’ve already mentioned: there are no Slow Livers, but there are
Minimalists. I want to state that ideas are more important than labels, as the
Livers I’ve encountered mainly use those for visibility purposes.

3.2/ In the same vein, have you heard about others terms such as Simple Living or Living Intentionally? If yes — do you think it
is important to have coherent labels or names to converge ideas so it doesn’t create confusion / or do you view them as
parts of the same umbrella?
I see these as related efforts at conscious living which vary in emphasis, values and the temperaments they attract. (One
joke is that Minimalism is essentially about being a bachelor and it does seem to attract a lot of young men.) Eric and I were
involved in the early the sustainability movement here which had some of its roots in Voluntary Simplicity, and was later
more generally expressed as Green Living.
What we like about the Slow Living movement is its emphasis on quality of life as a goal. People sometimes perceive an
element of deprivation and/or righteousness about some of these movements which limits their appeal. We realized that
what we like about living the way we do is that it creates the best quality of life we can imagine, so hence our name:
Creating the Good Life. The good life is something that many people can identify with wanting and it focuses the discussion
on outcomes.
4/ This one might be too open, but it’s kind of an issue for me as an Interaction Design student. I’m trying to live slowly but I
can’t live without technology: do you think it is possible to ﬁnd a balance with technology rather than having disconnected
moments that might impact on our responsibilities?
One aspect of slow living is determining what is appropriate in a given context. Appropriateness is a really valuable concept
for decision making. Obviously we use technology too, but we look at it in terms of what its impact is on our quality of life
and what is appropriate in a particular context. When we have looked at how people perceive they need to be connected
and responsive to others via technology, and we ﬁnd there is always room for negotiating expectations if desired. A few
speciﬁc examples of how we restrict technology:
When visiting with friends our goal is share time and experiences with them and we ﬁnd having phones around a big
distraction, so we do not look at our phone and we ask that they similarly refrain. If they don’t want to, then we decide if
spending time with them and their phone is what we want or not.
When we are outside on the street we value the small social interactions with others, and noticing what is going on in our
environment—the tree in bloom, a new store, the cracked sidewalk, etc. We have our phone, but we are not looking at it
constantly. That would detract from our enjoyment of public space.
When we are in a business meeting people are paying us for our time and so our focus is completely on them. We do not
want to be distracted by messages from others. We also suggest to our clients that if they want to get maximum value from
us that they minimize their phone so as to be able to focus. However sometimes they have to monitor what is going on, so
what they do varies.
We have noticed that to really have a break means to not check a phone or computer for a day or more. We do this
occasionally and it is always refreshing. We have different thoughts and our senses become more acute. We think these
“technological Sabbaths” are very useful, totally possible and a part of the good life.
It is useful to note that there is almost always a commercial interest which beneﬁts from our using technology, and hence
the inordinate emphasis on it as a solution to everything. But what many of these movements teach us is that we don’t need
a lot of stuff to live well. We are in the driver’s seat of our own lives and it is up to us to ﬁgure out what we do and don’t want
as we go about our business creating the good life for ourselves.

Nina from The Minimalist Ninja accepted to have a Skype call, as I said to her
I wanted to have a conversational type of interview which she agreed for its
spontaneity. I still kept the same set of questions as for Elizabeth Grace but I
replaced the 5/ by How do you embrace technology in your life-style as a
Youtuber?
I also had to make my questions longer and I placed some small anecdotes to
rebound if she wasn’t talkative — which is a method I’ve read on IDEO Design
Kit, to make myself approachable and triggers answers. Since it happened
towards the end of my research, I already had gathered most of the datas I
needed so lots of answers were similar that of Elizabeth Grace. Thus I took
the liberty to expand the conversation at some points, such as the rise of
Minimalism in popular culture.

#ITW4

Youtube Channels

#6

The system in which the Youtubers evolve is the closest incarnation to
neotribalism I’ve came across. The social use of this platform through the
actions of following and commenting permits each Youtube channel to
gather an audience. The possible solidarity between different Youtube
channels and their mutual following also act their parts in this dynamic. The
audience ultimately shares common interests and ideas — this is deﬁnitely an
affective link.
I’ve contacted in total 11 channels, only 4 of them replied and I’ve managed to
get 2 interviews: Elizabeth Grace and The Minimalist Ninja. Both are
Minimalist life-style channels but they have many similar interests such as
Green Living, 0 Waste, Natural DIY and being Vegan — among others.

Elizabeth Grace has accepted my interview but wanted to keep it by texts. I
proposed to message her via Twitter — I was hoping to have a conversational
format rather than going through it point by point, as it was the case with
Create The Good Life. I messaged her with a set of 5 questions in mind. As
this point of my research, I knew that the concept of neotribalism could
apply to Youtube channels. I didn’t include every answer as it’s quite long but
I’ve highlighted some of her answers in color that helped me for my
understanding. The Twitter format wasn’t exactly natural and I ﬁnd myself
making the questions longer and paraphrasing her previous answers quite a
bit in order to trigger meaningful answers.

The Minimalist Ninja

1/ Your start — what made you go on a public platform such as Youtube?
I like to present myself and my channel as somewhat professional. I view YouTube as a way to get a message across and
interact with like minded people. At the same time I still want my channel to be lighthearted and fun. I talk about some
serious topics in my videos like money, environmental issues, vegnanism, and minimalism but I like to take a laid back
approach to these topics so that my videos are informative but still relaxed.

#ITW3

— She started by blogging and stated that her Youtube channel is a hobby
and won’t go full-time — she simply wants to share what she can at the
moment.
— She explained how her interest in Minimalism started: she moved around a
lot and felt burdened by her material possessions. On another note, her
interest in veganism started by her being inspired by a friend. She wanted to
have healthy habits for a better life-style.
— We talked about the reasons why Minimalism has known a certain rise in
America. Nina isn’t American but she lives in New York, and we had noticed
that most of the Minimalists Youtube channels are based in America. The
material culture with lots of families having garage, basement — and even
rented storage spaces to have more space, may contribute to its. She has
some friends in that case and said that accumulation isn’t making anyone
happy.
— She did know about Slow Living but didn’t feel close to it: she actually calls
and considers herself as a Minimalist — except if someone in her entourage
doesn’t know the term, she’ll explain it.
— She answered the question 5/ by saying she time-slots her time with
technology: when she has to be on her computer, she sets a rough time of
how much she needs to spend on there. She also doesn’t use Internet on her
phone as she always have access to Wi-Fi through her computer. In the end,
it is all about balance.

2/ Your relationship to your wide range of topics ≠ yet connected (Minimalism)?
No deﬁnitely I think one followed the other. I've always been a curious person and never took things for what they were. I'm
very passionate about doing the best I can in different areas of my life which is why I think I gravitate towards these
movements. I ﬁrst came across veganism and loved it because it was a way I could improve my health and help animals/ the
environment. I felt like I was actually making a difference. Then I came across zero waste and while I'm nowhere near zero
waste I love the idea and am inspired by it. I implement small steps into my life everyday to achieve less waste. Then I was
introduced into minimalism and wanted to improve my ﬁnances and mentality with consumerism. I think if you can make the
switch as a person to not take things at face value and be open to hearing alternative ways of doing things your life
becomes so much more rich. That's what I hope to do by sharing my journey of trying these lifestyle changes out, maybe
make a difference or inspire others to try new things.
In my personal life I don't ever use labels to deﬁne myself or my lifestyle. But there is a business side to YouTube that most
people don't like to talk about. Ultimately it is a small business that I put a lot of work into so I would say I use those labels
on my videos because people will usually get a sense for what my channel/video is about. I don't think the labels are
necessary but they help keep things organized as well. Otherwise my videos would be titled like so: Meat, Dairy Free
Breakfast Ideas, and Super Clean Simple Organized Room. I think they're effective in getting the message across but I don't
agree with the cult like following they can create, I think these lifestyles should be inclusive if they're really centered around
change for the better.
3/ Do you know anything about Slow Movement?
Oh okay I think I understand. I'm not sure that it applies to me. However I could be wrong since I don't seem to know much
about it. I do believe in organic foods and consuming less but at the same time I'm a go getter. I work a full time job and I'm
constantly working on my YouTube so in that sense I'm deﬁnitely not slow. Life is so short so I think there's got to be a
balance, not slow, not fast but just right. And along the way just trying to have as little negative impact on the world and
environment. (I answered her by saying that her deﬁnition totally ﬁts the idea of Slow Living.)
4/ Link to your audience / and community?
Honestly I'm still getting used to having a following and community of my own. I still feel like I'm just a smaller version of a
larger community if that makes sense. Like I'm one branch of a whole tree haha. I do fee like I have a strong connection with
my audience and try my hardest to reply to every comment because I just want to be friends with my viewers in a way.

Elizabeth Grace

Simple Living
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It is quite similar to Minimalism as it encourages a self-sufﬁcient life-style.
The importance of language is also appearing in this case, as Youtube
channels labeled as Simple Living are also labeled as Minimalists. It is indeed
used in the same way by Minimalists Youtubers with additional inspirational
life-style advices.
This is the most obvious manifestation of spirituality — or rather an incitation
to its. It prompts the individual for its return to the spiritual and to the
nature, but it isn’t only the case of Simple Living. Indeed, it isn’t far from Slow
Living by the objective of a better life with attention to our surroundings and
environment.

5/ This wasn’t a prepared question, but I asked her whether she considered joining clubs IRL — in real life.
Honestly no I'm a really shy person IRL. I can't stand school presentations. As for joining a club, I have yet to ﬁnd a club in
my area that caters to my interests. Both of these reasons is why YouTube appeals to me. It's just me and a camera it allows
me to overcome my shyness. I also get to connect with like minded people and I don't think it's any less valuable because it's
not in person. Sure I can't have in depth conversations with all my subscribers but to connect with them more I often do
livestreams and who knows maybe meet ups in the future.
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